A random graph on n vertices is a random subgraph oD the complete graph on n vertices. By analogy with this, the present paper studies the asymptotic properties of a random submatroid W r of the projective geometry PG(r-l,q). The main result concerns K, the rank of the largest projective r geometry occurring as a submatroid of W. We show that with probability one, for sufficiently large r, K takes one of at most two values depending rõ n r. This theorem is analogous to a result of Bollobas and Erdos on the clique number of a random graph. However, whereas from the matroid theorem one can essentially determine the critical exponent of w r ' the graph theorem gives only a lower bound on the chromatic number of a random graph.
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A. Introduction
A random submatroid of a matroid M is obtained from M by performing a set of independent trials, one for each element of !1, at which the element is deleted with probability l-p and retained with probability p. In the study of random graphs such a process is used starting with the complete graph on n vertices; every simple graph on n vertices is a possible outcome of the experiment. There are no matroids which are analogous to complete graphs in this sense and so we choose to begin with projective geometries, the random submatroids of which can be thought of as random simple matroids representable over a given finite field. A more complicated model for generating random matroids was proposed by Knuth [7] and implemented by Cravetz [4] . However, this approach does not seem easily amenable to probabilistic analysis.
The theorems of this paper may be informally summarized as follows. Fix 
Section D). In the cases of the numbers of circuits and independent sets, we
show that with probability one these random variables are asymptotic to their expected values (Theorem 3). A consequence of this is Theorem 4 which implies that with probability one there is such that each w r for has a circuit of size r + 1, and therefore has rank r and is connected. In the last section we consider the random variable L, the rank of the largest (Theorem 7) . Curiously, the asymptotic value of c is r r -log r + o(log r), and only lower-order terms in the asymptotic expansioninvolve the value of p.
The proofs in the last section parallel those of Grimmett and~1cDiarmid [6] , Matula [8, 9] ,and Bo110bas and Erdos [3] for analogous results on random graphs. A summary of many of these graph-theoretic results appears in Bo1lobas's book [2] . It should be noted that in the area of random graphs the terminology used in limiting results is not uniform. In particular, if A 1 ,A Z ' ... is a sequence of events, some authors use the term "A occurs almost surely" to mean n merely that 1 -peA ) approaches zero as n approaches infinity. We have n stated our theorems using the term "with probability one"; such theorems are true strong laws in the probabilistic sense.
In general we shall follow Welsh [11] for all matroid terminology which is otherwise unexplained. Some notation and a few simple inequalities will be useful. Remembering that q is fixed, we define
We will be concerned with the asymptotic growth of the above quantities as r increases, for various choices of k depending on r. The obvious 
We also have
To sharpen these bounds we notice that where Obviously Hr,k~1. For lower bounds we observe first that which approaches 1 as r tends to infinity if -r+k kq approaches o.
Regardless of the growth of k, we can obtain a lower bound by using the
Even though the simpler bound product is never zero.q -1
is zero for q = 2, the infinite Combining the above for later reference:
and as r -+ 00 if
We will use two standard theorems from probability: As easy consequence of these theorems we have the following lemmas, which we will use repeatedly.
Lemma A. Let (X l 'X 2 '···) be a sequence of random variables, and suppose 00 VX X n is a convergent series. Then lim ---!l = 1 with probability 1. 2 EX n=l (EX) n-+oo n n If lim inf EX n is positive, then with probability 1 there is nO such that n-+oo 
Finally, the definition of expectation obviously implies Lemma C. If X is a nonnegative integer-valued random variable, then P(X ; 0) < EX. (6) r,k
. (7) 7
To determine ICr,k l , we note first that ICr,k l = a for k < 3.
Thus suppose k > 3. Then
Now, in~-l' consider the set of ordered pairs (B,C) where B is a basis and C is a circuit containing B. By counting the number of such pairs in two different ways, first over circuits and then over bases, we get,
Thus, by (6),
and so k-l
ICr,k' = q-l k! q
[r]k_l for k > 3. Lemma E.
Proof: Clearly a k = 1. We now assume that i < k and let X be a fixed k-e1ement circuit of~1. It is clear that where N Z is the number of (k-i)-tup1es (P1,PZ, ... ,Pk-i) such that
On using Lemma D, we obtain that ways.
(h -h.)(h r ]. r Therefore and thus
The last expression is the stated bound on a i • To obtain the bound on B i we use an argument similar to the above to get and rewriting the right-hand side of this, we obtain the required bound. 0
The last result of this section specifies one further quantity which 
will regard as fixed. For simplicity we denote the families C r,k and r I r,k by C and I We also define the random variables C and I to be r r r r r the numbers of kr-element circuits and k -element independent sets in w r r
Notice that a k -set J is a circuit (resp. independent set) in W r r if and only if J is a circuit (resp. independent set) in M and none of r the elements of J is deleted. Moreover, EX J P(X J 1) IJI Therefore we have by (8) and (7) p . The proof is given below. As a corollary of Proposition 2 we get, using Lemma A, Turning now to independent sets, we proceed almost exactly as for circuits. Therefore,by Lemma E and (7),
This differs only slightly from the upper bound obtained on Here J O can be any fixed member of M i It follows that P(rank(w )
Combining (13) and (15)
Notice . that the term corresponding to i = r dominates this sum because w r almost surely has rank r for sufficiently large r. • the probability that a given such flat has full rank in
E. Largest full subspace. The proof is given below. As a corollary we get from the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. To prove (18) we notice that for any k, by Lemma C,
.. which tends to 0 as r + 00. Thus (18) is proved.
Next we prove (19) . For any k, by Lemma B,
(for any fixed
where Y i is the number of rank-k subspaces intersecting a fixed rank-k subspace in a rank-i subspace. Now,because of (9),
•. ,k ..
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